[Genetic determination of spontaneous and induced dominant lethality in Drosophila].
Estimation of heritability ha2 index in experiments on spontaneous and induced dominant lethality gives the possibility to evaluate with sufficient accuracy genetic determination of the effect and its dependence on casual reasons. Besides, the individual breeding method gave quite stable data both on late embryonic lethality index and on heritability value. Directed selection of different test-objects (species or stocks of Drosophila) should be carried out using heritability index, since selection efficiency mostly depends on this value degree. Making stocks resistant and sensitive to certain mutagen classes, their comparison from the point of view of their pharmacogenetic features, on the basis of the indices used, may be taken as the start of studies aimed at further identification of certain biochemical factors or system taking part in manifestation of mutagenic effect. The data obtained permit us to suggest an idea of advisability of studying the genetic control of mutagenesis in humans using the method described.